Characterization of the Mlsf system. I. A novel "polymorphism" of endogenous superantigens.
In addition to Mlsa (Mls-1a) and Mlsc (Mls-2a, Mls-3a), we and others have recently described a third set of stimulatory minor lymphocyte stimulating (Mls) determinants, which are ligands for "I-E related" V beta, V beta 5, V beta 11, and V beta 12. Although all V beta associated with the recognition of the conventional Mls determinants are, in general, uniformly deleted in those animals expressing relevant Mls, expression of Mlsf-related V beta reveals various deletion patterns among different strains. Here we describe extensive genetic studies to evaluate the relationship among the self-Ag responsible for clonal deletion of T cells bearing Mlsf-related V beta by using antibodies specific for TCR V beta chain. In addition, a panel of T cell clones specific for the Mlsf determinant were generated and employed to analyze the determinant specificity, which is recognized by Mlsf-reactive T cells in vitro as well as the role of class II molecules in T cell recognition of the Mlsf determinants. The results of these two independent approaches provide evidence that the Mlsf system is composed of a set of gene products that reveal a unique polymorphism in the induction of clonal deletion in vivo and in T cell activation in vitro. One of these gene products causes almost complete deletion of the self-Mlsf reactive T cell repertoire in vivo and elicits a strong proliferative response to Mlsf-specific T cell clones. Expression of the other gene products results in the clonal deletion of only part of the Mlsf-reactive T cell repertoire. Furthermore, the response pattern of Mlsf-specific clones to intra-MHC recombinant inbred strains and the inhibition pattern of these clones by anti-class II antibody suggested that although expression of the I-E molecule is essential for T cell recognition of Mlsf determinants, the A beta gene may also contribute to the efficient presentation of Mlsf determinants by forming unique class II E alpha A beta molecules.